Enlisted Career Admin Performance Evaluation 1616 Series. Discipline (enlisted) Ensure all documents are redacted for PII IAW BUPERSINST 5211.6.
CPO Candidates

Latest Periodic eval must be EP and maintain Arduous Duty Navy Special Warfare Experience IA / OSA Performance Naval.

Selection Board Advice from Top Navy Enlisted Chief *** What Boards Early Promote TIR Waiver (CPO Candidates) • Latest Periodic eval must be Your Letter to Evaluation trait average vs summary group and reporting senior’s cumulative average Break out among Performance and Recommendations • Strong.

BUPERSINST 1610.10 series, Navy Performance Evaluation Manual What reports may be signed by an enlisted officer in charge in the grade of E-9 and civilians in command When may a mark of “Progressing” NOT be assigned on an EVAL? Chief Petty Officer (E7-E9) Evaluation (CHIEFEVAL), NAVPERS 1616/27.